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Abstract 

 

 

     Due to certain limitations of silicon for particular device applications, there has been 

increasing interest in the use of compound semiconductors.  However, the growth of 

compound semiconductors in single crystal form is not always feasible on a large scale or 

even wanted for particular applications, such as solar cells or thin film transistors.  The 

material for these applications is usually polycrystalline, and the presence of grain 

boundaries limits the performance of these devices.  In our work, we present two models 

that take into account the effect of grain boundaries in nanocrystalline field-effect 

transistors. 

     In our “macroscopic” model, we modify the field-effect mobility to include terms 

dependent upon the local carrier density and the longitudinal field along the channel.  

These terms are motivated by the expected carrier density and field dependences of 

transport across grain boundaries.  In general, we find that the addition of each mobility 

term separately changes the carrier profile along the channel in opposite ways, and the 

inclusion of these terms increases the magnitude of the current.  Furthermore, the 

addition of the longitudinal field dependent mobility term is only significant for large 

values of drain bias, i.e. near saturation. 

     The limitation of the macroscopic model is that it inherently averages over the grains 

present in the channel.  In order to further study the role of grains in the channel, we 

developed our “mesoscopic” model that incorporates ideas from percolation theory.  

Here, individual grains are represented as sites in our percolation problem, while the 

bonds represent the energy barriers between neighboring grains.  The relative occupation 
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of sites and bonds is connected to the carrier statistics of the device, whereby the carriers 

can be either free carriers in the grain or trapped carriers at the grain boundary.  The 

relative occupations are controlled by the applied gate bias.  Through the combination of 

a site-bond percolation problem and the carrier statistics, we describe the behavior of the 

transistor near threshold and illustrate a method to determine the threshold voltage. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Section 1.1: Background and Motivation 

     Traditionally, many of the materials used for semiconductor devices have been grown 

as single crystals with very low defect densities.  However, the use of polycrystalline or 

amorphous semiconductor materials in devices has also been important in solar cell 

applications, thin film transistors (TFTs) in active-matrix liquid-crystal displays 

(AMLCDs), static random-access memory (SRAM) cells, and large-area electronics 

[1,2,3].  For the most part, the semiconducting material used in these applications has 

been silicon.  More recently, there has been growing interest in alternative semiconductor 

materials that overcome the limitations of polycrystalline and amorphous silicon films, 

such as low mobilities and certain processing conditions [2,3,4].  In addition, some 

compound semiconductor films provide other benefits, such as transparency and larger 

values for the band gap.  In particular, zinc oxide (ZnO) has emerged as a popular 

candidate material for use in flat panel displays, which include ZnO thin film transistors 

that control each pixel in the display.  ZnO is a highly defect tolerant, transparent, and 

relatively cheap material for this application.  Moreover, an improvement in the power 

consumption and device processing could be realized over the current Si technology 

[2,5].  Recently, ZnO TFTs with transistor channels consisting of nanocrystalline grains 

on the order of 20-75 nm in diameter have demonstrated favorable transistor performance 

metrics [5,6].   
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     The primary design consideration for field-effect transistors (FETs) based on 

polycrystalline semiconductor materials are the grain boundaries between neighboring 

grains.  The grain boundaries are a limiting factor in the performance of these devices 

since they trap free carriers and limit their mobility, and they control the threshold 

voltage.  The trapped charge at the grain boundary causes an energetic barrier to form 

between two grains that inhibits the movement of carriers from one grain to another.  

Previous work with polycrystalline silicon (poly-Si) TFTs sought to increase the average 

grain size which in turn reduces the number of grain boundaries present along the channel 

in order to mitigate these effects [1,3,7].  However, even a low density of grain 

boundaries could result in large variations in the device performance of poly-Si TFTs [7].  

With the typical grain size in a poly-Si TFT of ~0.1 m, and a channel length of a couple 

of microns, there is around 20 grains along the transistor channel [1].  This is in stark 

contrast to the aforementioned ZnO TFTs with a similar channel length and a grain size 

as small as 20 nm.  Yet even with the greater number of grain boundaries present, the 

mobilities obtained with these ZnO-based TFTs can be as high as ~100 cm
2
V

-1
s

-1
 [5]. 

     There has been considerable experimental study on poly-Si TFTs and some work on 

modeling the performance of these devices due to the presence of grain boundaries [2].  

Since the grain size is relatively large in poly-Si TFTs, these models typically assumed 

only a few grain boundaries to be present in the channel.  The work focused on how the 

number of grain boundaries and location of the grain boundary in the channel affects the 

transistor performance [1,7].  For many of these models, the defects are assumed to be 
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concentrated at the grain boundary with defect-free grains, although some models assume 

a uniform distribution of defects throughout the channel [1,7,8]. 

     In contrast, devices based on nanocrystalline ZnO present some major differences to 

the poly-Si devices [2].  First, for a similar channel length there are usually many more 

grain boundaries.  It is possible that due to the smaller grain size the depletion regions 

due to the trapped charge at the grain boundary may overlap, causing a change in the 

potential profile along the channel.  Secondly, the larger band gap of ZnO allows for the 

possibility of much deeper trap states at the grain boundary along with a wider 

distribution of these trap states.  This could subsequently cause differences in the way the 

energetic barrier height varies with the applied gate bias. 

     Since interest in ZnO nanocrystalline TFTs has been fairly recent, there has been very 

little work done on modeling these devices to investigate their differences relative to 

poly-Si TFTs.  Recent work by Hossain, et. al. [2] using a commercial device simulation 

package investigated the effect on the transistor current-voltage (I-V) characteristics for 

FETs in which the channel contained a single and multiple grain boundaries.  These 

authors assumed a distribution of trap states centered at the midgap of ZnO along with 

uniformly distributed grain sizes.  Their results show that there is overlap of the depletion 

regions that increases the energetic barriers between grains with even a modest number of 

grain boundaries within a ZnO TFT channel (~20).  With their model, they were able to 

estimate the total density of trap states at the grain boundary. 

     Our work is similarly focused on examining the results of field-effect transistor 

models in order to better understand the role of grain boundaries and how they affect 
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transistor performance.  The motivation for the development of our models is inspired by 

the results published by Bayraktaroglu [5] that show a gate bias dependent field-effect 

mobility that reaches a significantly high value of ~100 cm
2
V

-1
s

-1
, suggesting a mobility 

that is dependent upon the carrier concentration in the channel.  We present two different 

models in this work.  One of our models is a “macroscopic” model where the field-effect 

mobility of the electrons in the transistor channel is dependent upon both the local carrier 

concentration and the longitudinal electric field.  We call this model macroscopic since it 

inherently averages over multiple grains.   

     Our other model aims to examine more closely the role of individual grains in the 

transistor channel.  This “mesoscopic” model incorporates ideas from percolation theory.  

Here, the relative populations of electrons in each grain influence the transport of carriers 

across the grain boundary by changing the potential barriers between grains. 

 

Section 1.2: Overview of the Dissertation 

     We will detail our macroscopic model for a field-effect transistor with a 

nanocrystalline channel in Chapter 2.  In that chapter, we will provide motivation for the 

grain boundary energy barrier lowering due to the presence of carriers in the channel and 

due to an applied longitudinal electric field.  We will incorporate the effect of these two 

factors by explicitly adding two terms to the mobility expression.  We will present some 

illustrative results showing how these extra mobility terms affect the output and transfer 

characteristics and we then compare our macroscopic model to the experimental data 

presented by Bayraktaroglu [5]. 
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     In Chapter 3, we will cover the theory surrounding our mesoscopic model.  Since this 

model uses ideas from percolation theory, we will first provide a brief background 

discussion of the basic percolation concepts.  We will then describe the model and 

explore the behavior of two key quantities in this model, the site and bond occupation 

probabilities, with model parameters.  Since percolation provides a way to describe 

abrupt phase transitions, we will present the method by which we extract the threshold 

voltage for a field-effect transistor with a nanocrystalline channel. 

     In Chapter 4, we briefly summarize the results from our two models and provide 

avenues of future work to further refine both of these models.  Finally, we will discuss 

some hydrostatic pressure measurements done on two types of GaN-based devices in the 

appendices.  These measurements were carried out during the early phase of the work 

presented in this dissertation. 
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Chapter 2: Macroscopic Device Model 

Section 2.1: Introduction and Motivation 

     In this chapter, we present our macroscopic model for a field-effect transistor with a 

nanocrystalline channel.  As we will see, we refer to this model as a macroscopic one 

since it inherently averages over multiple nanocrystals (“grains”).   Our assumption is 

that the nanocrystalline transistor channel contains multiple grain boundaries that serve to 

inhibit the motion of electrons as they move through the channel.  We further assume that 

the nanocrystalline grain itself is a single crystal and the mobility of a carrier within that 

grain is that of a macroscopic single crystal.  Using Matthiessen‟s rule, we can write the 

overall channel mobility, , as a combination of the mobility as the electron moves 

within the grain and across the grain boundaries as 

  gbgbgrain  
1

/1/1 ,                                        (2.1) 

where grain is the mobility within the grain and gb is the mobility across the grain 

boundaries.  For ZnO, the bulk mobility is reported to be between 180-300 cm
2
V

-1
s

-1
 

[9,10,11], with theoretical Monte Carlo calculations predicting a mobility of up to 285-

300 cm
2
V

-1
s

-1
 [12,13,14] at room temperature.  Polycrystalline films deposited by 

magnetron sputtering are reported as having mobilities as high as 60 cm
2
V

-1
s

-1
 [15], and 

more recently, nanocrystalline films produced by Bayraktaroglu [5] using pulsed laser 

deposition (PLD) exhibit a gate bias dependent mobility as high as 110 cm
2
V

-1
s

-1
.  The 

mobilities for typical ZnO films are usually tens of cm
2
V

-1
s

-1 
under most biasing 

conditions, and hence the expression in equation 2.1 is a good approximation. 
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Figure 2.1.  Schematic diagram of the lowering of the potential barrier at the grain 

boundary due to an increase in the number of carriers in the channel. 

 

     We envision the transport across the grain boundaries as thermionic emission over the 

potential barriers that arise at the grain boundary due to the discontinuity in the crystal 

structure between grains.  The presence of carriers in the channel or an applied field will 

act to change the potential barriers at the grain boundary.  In Figure 2.1, we illustrate 

schematically how the increase in the number of carriers, n, lowers the potential barrier 

labeled .  In this figure we have idealized the conduction band edge for two grains 

(solid line) with a triangular energy barrier at the grain boundary.  The Fermi level due to  
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Figure 2.2.  Schematic diagram of the potential barrier lowering due to the presence of 

an applied electric field. 

 

the presence of carriers in the channel is given by the dot-dash line.  If we increase the 

number of carriers in the channel, the Fermi level moves closer to the conduction band 

edge and the barrier height lowers to ʹ due to the decrease in depletion width near the 

grain boundary. 

     In Figure 2.2, we illustrate the lowering of the grain boundary potential barriers due to 

an applied field.  Again, we have represented the conduction band edge with a solid line 

and the Fermi levels in each grain with a dot-dash line.  When a field F is applied, the 

energy levels in right grain are lowered with respect to the left grain.  An electron in the 
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conduction band traveling from left to right then experiences a lower barrier over which 

to cross. 

     Our initial motivation for including carrier density and longitudinal field dependencies 

explicitly into the mobility was provided by the field-effect mobility versus gate voltage 

characteristics presented in the work of Bayraktaroglu [5].  Here, the field-effect mobility 

appears to have a linear dependence on the gate voltage for a large range of applied gate 

voltages.  This linear dependence on the applied gate voltage suggests that the mobility 

may have some dependence upon the local carrier concentration in the channel which is 

directly controlled by the gate voltage.  The inclusion of a longitudinal field dependent 

mobility term allows for a further correction of the analysis of the experimental data, and 

is motivated by our discussion surrounding Figure 2.2. 

 

Section 2.2: Macroscopic Model Theory and Solution Methodology 

     We now present the theory used to develop our carrier density and longitudinal field 

dependent mobility, as discussed in Section 2.1, provided the mobility is limited by the 

grain boundaries.  We assume that the transport in the channel is primarily field driven, 

and that the diffusion contribution to the current is negligible.  We also assume that the 

gradual channel approximation holds, such that the local sheet carrier concentration, n(x), 

as a function of position along the channel may be written as: 

    GSch VxV
e

C
xn  ,                                             (2.2) 
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where C is the gate capacitance per unit area, e is the elementary charge, Vch is the 

potential at a point x along the channel, and VGS is the applied gate bias.  We may relate 

the longitudinal field F to the local carrier concentration by: 

dx

dn

C

e

x

V
F ch 




 .                                                (2.3) 

From equation 2.3, we see that the longitudinal field is directly proportional to the 

gradient of the local carrier concentration.  We are then motivated to write the carrier 

density and longitudinal field dependent mobility, , of carriers in the channel expressed 

terms of n and its gradient as: 

q

p

dx

dn
ban 








 0 ,                                             (2.4) 

where 0, a, b, p, and q are all model parameters.  The factor of 0 in equation 2.4 is the 

constant mobility term that one would usually find in basic transistor models.  We will 

refer to the mobility terms an
p
 and b(dn/dx)

q
 in our discussion of this model as the carrier 

density dependent and longitudinal field dependent mobility terms, respectively.  Since 

the current in the channel is due to drift current only, we can write the current density, j, 

as 

  









dx

dn
n

C

e
nFexj 

2

.                                        (2.5)   

Equation 2.5 provides us with a method of solving for the current at a point along the 

channel, provided we know the carrier density profile, n(x).  We make use of the fact that 

under dc bias conditions, the current density does not change with position along the 
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channel, i.e. dj/dx = 0.  This allows us to transform equation 2.5 into a nonlinear second 

order differential equation in n: 











dx

dn
n

dx

d

dx

dj
0 .                                               (2.6) 

Equation 2.6 is subject to the boundary conditions at the source and drain ends of the 

channel (via equation 2.2): 

   TGSs VV
e

C
nn 0  and                                          (2.7a) 

    DSsTDSGSd V
e

C
nVVV

e

C
nLn  ,                           (2.7b) 

where ns and nd are the carrier concentrations at the source and drain ends of the channel, 

respectively, L is the channel length, VDS is the applied drain bias, and VT is the threshold 

voltage.  Physically, we note that the expression in equation 2.7b for nd must always be 

non-negative.  Using this equation, we can find the drain bias at which the current 

saturates, VDS,sat, by setting nd equal to zero: 

TGSssatDS VVn
C

e
V , ,                                              (2.8) 

which is the same as the standard result from the simple square-law model [16].  As in 

the square-law model, we assume that the current is constant once VDS,sat is reached. 

     If we take the mobility to be constant (i.e.  = 0 in equation 2.4), the differential 

equation 2.6 is analytically solvable for the carrier profile along the channel, and is: 

     Lxnnnxn sds  222 .                                         (2.9) 
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It is also possible to solve equation 2.6 analytically for the case when the carrier density 

dependent mobility term is included ( = 0 + an
p
).  The solution is given by 

xn
p

a
n p  


 22

0
22

1
,                                     (2.10) 

where  and  are determined using the boundary conditions in equations 2.7: 

 


 22

0
22

1 p

ss n
p

a
n  and                                      (2.11a) 

Ln
p

a
n p

dd  


 22

0
22

1
.                                    (2.11b) 

If we include the longitudinal field dependent mobility term, the differential equation in 

2.6 becomes difficult to solve analytically and we instead solve it by numerical 

integration.  With the boundary conditions given by equations 2.7, we have a two-point 

boundary value problem that we solve via a relaxation method [17] using the constant 

mobility solution given in equation 2.9 as the initial seed for the carrier density profile for 

fixed VGS and VDS.  The values of n and x along with the constants a and b are normalized 

to ns and L to aid in convergence.  Using the normalized values of n and x , we can 

numerically calculate xdnd  / and subsequently j  (normalized current density) for the 

input parameters a, b, p, and q at discrete points along the channel.  The values at „time‟ t 

for the normalized carrier concentration along the channel are then updated using: 

t
xd

jd
nn

t

ttt 





                                                (2.12) 

where t is an adjustable, small incremental value (10
-7

 in our code).  We then can 

recalculate xdnd  / and j again.  This iterative process is repeated until the sum of 
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2)/( xdjd   throughout the channel is sufficiently small, meeting our criterion that the 

current is constant throughout the channel (dc bias conditions).  Once our code has 

converged, we can then increment either VGS or VDS and repeat the process to calculate 

complete I-V characteristics for the transistor.  In practice, our code uses a convergence 

criterion that will iterate until the sum of 2)/( xdjd   values is below 10
-6

, which in turn 

yields values of j that are constant to 5-6 decimal places throughout the channel. 

     We now say a few words about the exponents, p and q, in our expression for the 

mobility in equation 2.4.  As stated earlier, results presented by Bayraktaroglu show that 

the mobility as a function of gate bias appears to be linearly dependent on gate bias over 

a large range [5].  Since the number of carriers in the channel is directly proportional to 

the applied gate bias according to equation 2.2, we choose p = 1.  In the case of the 

longitudinal field dependent mobility term, we expect the exponent q to be even, since an 

odd exponent would imply that the sign of the field has physical significance.  That is, we 

expect the mobility due to this term not to depend upon which direction the current flows 

in the transistor channel.  As such, we use the lowest-order value and set q = 2.  We can 

further justify this choice by writing the expression for the thermionic emission current 

over the grain boundary energy barrier.  For a small voltage drop across the barrier, we 

can use a Taylor expansion to show that the mobility can be written in terms of even 

powers.  This also provides an estimate for the parameter b in the range of 10
-30

-10
-34

 

cm
8
V

-1
s

-1
 using the appropriate material constants for ZnO [9, 15].  The range of values 

arises from the choice of length over which the voltage drop takes place, which may 

include several grain sizes (~20 nm as reported in [5]) and also on our choice for 0.   If 
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we wish to further correct the longitudinal field dependent mobility term, we could use 

the higher order terms (4, 6, 8…). 

 

Section 2.3: Discussion of Model Results 

     We now present some results for the macroscopic model developed in the previous 

section for some illustrative values for the model parameters.  We initially estimated the 

values of VT, 0, a, and p using the field-effect mobility versus gate bias data presented in 

[5].  As we will see, we have chosen model parameters such that the contribution to the 

mobility is roughly comparable for each of the mobility terms in equation 2.4 (~20  

cm
2
V

-1
s

-1
 at a maximum).  The model parameters used are: 0 = 20 cm

2
V

-1
s

-1
, p = 1,  

a = 5.510
-12

 cm
4
V

-1
s

-1
, q = 2, and b = 10

-32
 cm

8
V

-1
s

-1
.  The other necessary device 

parameters determined from [5] are: VT = 3.5 V, L = 2 m, C = 1.1510
-7

 F/cm
2
, and the 

gate width, W = 25 m. 

     We start by looking at how each additional mobility term in equation 2.4 changes the 

carrier density profile along the channel for VGS = 8 V and VDS = 4.5 V in Figure 2.3.  

Here, we have plotted three curves: the constant mobility curve and the curves where the 

other two mobility terms from equation 2.4 are separately added to the constant mobility 

term.  The addition of the carrier density dependent mobility term increases the carrier 

density throughout the channel while the addition of the longitudinal field dependent term 

lowers the carrier density.  However, the addition of the longitudinal field dependent 

mobility term increases the gradient of the carrier density throughout most of the channel, 

thereby increasing the electric field, as seen in Figure 2.4.  The only exception is near the  
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Figure 2.3.  Carrier profiles along the channel for VGS = 8 V and VDS = 4.5 V illustrating 

the contribution of each mobility term. 

 

 

Figure 2.4.  Electric field versus channel position for data presented in Figure 2.3. 
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Figure 2.5.  The individual contribution to mobility for the carrier density and 

longitudinal field dependent mobility terms for the data in Figure 2.3. 

 

drain end of the channel, where the carrier density gradient is much larger for the case 

where the carrier density mobility term is added. 

     We further illustrate the differences between each of these two mobility terms by 

plotting their contribution to the mobility as a function of position along the channel in 

Figure 2.5.  As expected from the results in Figure 2.3, we find that the carrier density 

dependent mobility term makes its largest contribution at the source end of the channel, 

where the carrier density is largest.  Conversely, the longitudinal field dependent mobility 

term is largest near the drain end of the channel, where the carrier density gradient is 

largest.  It is also noteworthy that the carrier density dependent mobility term makes a 

significant contribution to the overall mobility throughout much of the channel, as 
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compared to the longitudinal field dependent mobility term which only makes a 

comparable contribution over the ~0.5 m near the drain end. 

     The corresponding output (ID–VDS) and transfer (ID–VGS) characteristics comparing the 

inclusion of each mobility term is given in Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7, respectively.  As 

shown in both figures, we find that the addition of the carrier density dependent mobility 

term yields a larger current than with the inclusion of the longitudinal field dependent 

term for a fixed VDS and VGS.  The addition of either the carrier density or longitudinal 

field dependent mobility term yields an increase in the overall drain current.  From 

equation 2.5, we conclude that the addition of the carrier density dependent mobility term 

as well as the increase in the carrier density along the channel work to offset the lowering 

of the carrier density gradient for a net increase in current.  We also find that at low drain  

 

Figure 2.6.  Output characteristics comparing the use of the various mobility terms in 

equation 2.4. 
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Figure 2.7.  Transfer characteristics illustrating the use of the various mobility terms in 

equation 2.4. 

 

bias (and hence low longitudinal electric field) the field dependent mobility term does not 

contribute much to the drain current, as seen in Figure 2.7 for VDS = 0.5 V, where the 

difference from the constant mobility curve is not significant (i.e. it is the same as the 

constant mobility case).  With the inclusion of the field dependent mobility term, we see 

that the triode region of the output characteristics in Figure 2.6 is also different and 

appears to be “flattened” in comparison to either the constant mobility case or the case 

with the addition of the carrier density dependent term. 

     We now compare the use of both the carrier density and field dependent terms in our 

expression for the mobility given in equation 2.4 to the constant mobility solution.  

Again, we start with the sheet carrier density as a function of the position along the 

channel, shown in Figure 2.8.  With the inclusion of both terms to the mobility, it appears  
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Figure 2.8.  Carrier density as a function of position along the channel comparing the 

constant mobility case to the case where all three mobility terms are used. 

 

Figure 2.9.  Electric field as a function of channel position comparing the constant 

mobility case with the case with all three mobility terms. 
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Figure 2.10.  Contribution to mobility for the carrier density and longitudinal field 

dependent mobility terms for the data presented in Figure 2.8. 

 

they almost offset each other, as the constant mobility solution is closely followed for this 

case at the onset of saturation.  However, the carrier density is still increased near the 

source and decreased near the drain end of the channel, further reinforcing the result that 

the carrier density dependent mobility term has the greatest influence at the source end of 

the channel and the longitudinal field dependent mobility term has the greatest influence 

at the drain end.  Similarly, we see in Figure 2.9 that the longitudinal electric field tends 

to follow the constant mobility solution except that the field is decreased near the source 

end due to the presence of the carrier density dependent mobility term and increased at 

the drain end due to the field dependent mobility term. 

     In Figure 2.10, we have plotted the contribution to mobility as a function of the 

position along the channel.  The contribution from to each term individually is very 
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similar to the results presented in Figure 2.5.  As expected, the carrier density dependent 

mobility term has a maximum near the source where the carrier density is highest in the 

channel and the field dependent mobility term is highest at the drain where the carrier 

density gradient is maximized.  We have also plotted the sum of these two mobility terms 

and find that the additional contribution to the mobility is between ~13-20 cm
2
V

-1
s

-1
 

throughout much of the channel, except close to the drain end where the electric field is 

large due to pinch off. 

     The output and transfer characteristics are shown in Figure 2.11 and Figure 2.12 for 

the constant mobility case and the case with both the carrier density and field dependent 

mobility terms.  As expected, the addition of both terms causes an even greater increase 

in the magnitude of the drain current compared to the results presented in Figure 2.6 and  

 

Figure 2.11.  Output characteristics comparing the constant mobility term to the case 

with all three mobility terms. 
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Figure 2.12.  Transfer characteristics comparing the constant mobility case to the case 

with all three mobility terms. 

 

Figure 2.7 due to the increase in mobility from both terms and the relatively minor 

changes to the carrier density profile seen in Figure 2.8. 

     So far, our discussion of the individual mobility terms as well as the combination of 

these terms has focused on biasing conditions at the onset of saturation, where the carrier 

density profile varies strongly at the drain end of the channel.  We briefly discuss the 

results where a transistor is biased in the triode region.  The carrier density, electric field, 

and the contribution to mobility when all mobility terms are used are shown in Figure 

2.13, Figure 2.14, and Figure 2.15, respectively.  Again, we include the constant mobility 

solution as a baseline comparison.  A relatively modest lowering of the drain bias allows 

for the carrier density dependent term to dominate over the longitudinal field dependent  
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Figure 2.13.  Carrier density profile for a transistor biased in the triode region with all 

three mobility terms used. 

 

Figure 2.14.  Electric field versus position along the channel for a transistor biased in the 

triode region. 
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Figure 2.15.  The contribution to mobility for the various mobility terms for a transistor 

biased in the triode region. 

 

mobility term as seen in Figure 2.13, although the solution is still fairly close to the 

constant mobility solution.  In Figure 2.14, the addition of both mobility terms shows 

similar behavior as seen in Figure 2.9 as the field is lowered near the source due to the 

presence of the carrier density dependent term and increased near the drain due to the 

longitudinal field dependent mobility term.  In Figure 2.15, we clearly see that the carrier 

density dependent term dominates the contribution to mobility throughout much of the 

channel.  The longitudinal field dependent mobility term only makes a comparable 

contribution very close to the drain end of the channel. 
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Section 2.4: Comparison with Experimental Data 

     We now briefly discuss how well our model fits the output characteristics presented in 

the paper by Bayraktaroglu [5].  We extract our model parameters from the experimental 

data when the transistor is biased in the linear regime (i.e. small VDS << VGS – VT).  At 

low drain bias, we may write the linear channel conductance, gd, with the inclusion of the 

carrier density dependent mobility term as: 
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For p = 1, the dependence of gd on VGS should be parabolic.  By plotting the slopes of the 

ID–VDS curves for VDS < 0.5 V as a function of VGS, we can fit these points to a quadratic 

curve and extract the model parameters 0, a, and VT.  Using the experimental data from  

 

Figure 2.16.  Macroscopic model fitting to the experimental data presented by 

Bayraktaroglu [5].  The model parameters used are given in the text. 
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ref. 5, we find that 0 = 160 cm
2
V

-1
s

-1
, a = 10

-11
 cm

4
V

-1
s

-1
, and VT = 4 V.  We have 

plotted the experimental data (open circles) along with the model using just the addition 

of the carrier density mobility term (dashed lines) with these parameters in Figure 2.16. 

     We see that the model fit with the inclusion of just the carrier density dependent 

mobility term to the experimental data is good for low values of VDS, but is less so at 

larger values of VDS > 2.5 V at higher VGS.  We can improve the fit to the experimental 

data at larger VDS with the inclusion of the longitudinal field dependent mobility term, 

which is plotted in Figure 2.16 as solid lines.  With q = 2, a value of b = 710
-32

 cm
8
V

-1
s

-1
 

provides a better fit to the data at larger values of VDS and VGS.  We note that our model 

does not account for the finite output conductance of the device when biased in 

saturation.  This is to be expected since our model is based on the gradual channel 

approximation, which provides a physical description only for satDSDS VV , . 

 

Section 2.5: Summary and Conclusion 

     We have described our macroscopic model for a nanocrystalline field-effect transistor 

channel composed of many grain boundaries.  In this model, we have modified the 

expression for mobility to include additional dependence upon both the local sheet carrier 

concentration and the longitudinal electric field.  Our model is analytically solvable when 

only the constant mobility term is used as well as the case when the constant and carrier 

density dependent terms are used.  When the longitudinal field dependent mobility term 

is included, we have a two-point boundary value problem for a nonlinear second-order 
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differential equation that we solve by numerical integration using a relaxation method 

with the constant mobility solution as a starting seed. 

     Our results show that the presence of the carrier density dependent mobility term tends 

to increase the carrier concentration throughout the channel.  In contrast, the presence of 

the longitudinal field dependent mobility term tends to decrease the carrier concentration 

and increase the gradient of the carrier concentration throughout most of the channel.  

The carrier density dependent mobility term makes its largest contribution to the mobility 

near the source end of the channel, while the longitudinal field dependent mobility term 

makes its greatest contribution at the drain end.  The addition of either term increases the 

magnitude of the drain current when compared to the constant mobility case, with the 

larger current contribution coming from the carrier density dependent mobility term. 

     As one might expect, the inclusion of both extra mobility terms tends to have 

offsetting effects.  The carrier density and longitudinal field as a function of position 

more closely matches the constant mobility solution, with the main deviations at the 

source and drain ends due to the presence of these extra mobility terms.  However, the 

contribution to mobility is similar to the results when each term is used separately, and 

the drain current in the output and transfer characteristics is greatly increased. 

     The longitudinal field dependent mobility term is influenced by the magnitude of the 

applied drain bias.  For most of the results presented, we have biased the transistor at the 

onset of saturation.  However, a modest reduction in the drain bias greatly reduces the 

influence of the longitudinal field dependent mobility term.  In Figure 2.15, we see that a 

33% reduction in drain bias from VDS,sat is enough to reduce the contribution to mobility 
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of the longitudinal field dependent term such that the contribution to mobility from the 

carrier density dependent mobility term is greater throughout the entire channel.  We see 

that for a small drain bias of 0.5 V, the addition of the longitudinal field dependent 

mobility term is not enough to significantly alter the magnitude of the drain current from 

the constant mobility case. 

     We have used our macroscopic model to fit the output characteristics presented by 

Bayraktaroglu [5] below saturation.  We extracted the values for 0, a, and VT by fitting 

the output characteristics in the linear regime for p = 1.  We find that the fit to the 

experimental output characteristics is good for low values of VDS when including the 

carrier density dependent mobility term, but does not adequately fit at higher values of 

VDS and VGS.  With the addition of the longitudinal field dependent mobility term, we can 

improve the fit to the experimental data over the entire range of VDS at large values of 

VGS. 
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Chapter 3: Mesoscopic Device Model 

Section 3.1: Introduction 

     In the previous chapter, we discussed our macroscopic model using an effective 

mobility that depends upon the local carrier concentration and the longitudinal electric 

field.  Both of these factors enhance the effective mobility of the carriers within the 

channel by lowering the potential energy barriers associated with the grain boundaries 

due to the presence of nanocrystalline grains.  The use of the effective mobility 

expression in equation 2.4 inherently averages over multiple grains, and this is the reason 

for calling the model macroscopic.  

     In an effort to explore the device physics on a mesoscopic level, we now present a 

new model based on the ideas of percolation theory.  Percolation theory was originally 

described in 1957 by Broadbent and Hammersley in an effort to model the flow of fluid 

through a disordered porous medium [18].  In their description of the percolation 

problem, the random mechanism is attributed to the medium through which the fluid 

moves.  In general, percolation problems deal with how interconnected the medium is, 

and one of its more interesting features is the sudden appearance of long-range 

connectivity, which can be likened to a sharp phase transition.  Many of the first 

applications of percolation theory were to physical problems of this nature: the gelation 

of polymer solutions [19], the Curie temperature in magnetic materials [20], resistor 

networks [21], and the glass transition [22].  More recently, percolation has been used to 

study the spread of viruses over cell phone networks [23]. 
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Section 3.2: Percolation Theory 

     Before discussing the details of our mesoscopic model, we will first present some 

background in percolation theory that will be necessary in the discussion of the model.  

The basis of many percolation problems is usually a periodic lattice in two or three 

dimensions.  We think of a “site” located at any of the lattice points and a “bond” as the 

connection between two nearest neighbor sites.  The percolation problem involves 

starting with a fully populated lattice, and then removing lattice sites or bonds at random.  

The reverse problem may also be stated – that is, we may start with an empty lattice and 

fill in lattice sites or connect bonds.  We can thus describe three types of percolation 

problems.  The (pure) site problem is one where all the bonds are present and we remove 

or add sites.  Similarly, the (pure) bond problem is the one where all the lattice sites are 

occupied and we cut or add bonds.  The third type of percolation problem is a mixture of 

the two, called site-bond percolation, where both sites and bonds are randomly added or 

removed. 

     In the language of percolation, a site or bond is present with probability p, which 

conversely means that sites or bonds are not present with probability (1-p).  The 

percolation problem is then concerned with the minimum fraction of sites or bonds 

present in order to have a connected path from one end of the lattice to the other.  For an 

infinitely large lattice (i.e. the thermodynamic limit), this condition determines the critical 

percolation threshold, pc, that is one of the important quantities in the discussion of 

percolation problems.  Tables of these thresholds have been tabulated for many lattice 

types and are readily available in most introductory percolation texts [20,22,24]. 
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     Starting with an empty lattice, we randomly populate sites or bonds with some 

probability, p.  For a small fraction of sites or bonds added, where p < pc and no lattice-

spanning cluster is present, we have many smaller clusters present.  These clusters consist 

of nearest neighbor sites or bonds that are grouped together.  A quantity of interest below 

pc is the mean cluster size, S, which is the average size (in number of sites and/or bonds) 

of all the isolated clusters present on the lattice.  For a small fraction of sites or bonds 

occupied, the mean cluster size will be quite small (~1-2), as there are many isolated 

clusters present of size 1.  As we get closer to pc, however, the mean cluster size will 

dramatically increase as it is more likely that neighboring sites or bonds will also be 

occupied.  Another quantity of interest below pc is the correlation length, , also known 

as the mean spanning length or cluster diameter.  This quantity is also small at low p due 

to the presence of small clusters and then rapidly increases near the critical percolation 

threshold. 

     In our nanocrystalline transistor channel, the conduction electrons occupy a thin layer 

near the gate.  We thus take a top-down view of the device and envision the channel as a 

2D lattice of nanocrystalline grains, with each grain occupying a site on the lattice.  The 

grains in the bottom row of the lattice are connected to the source contact and the grains 

in the top row of the lattice are connected to the drain contact.  Depending upon our 

choice of lattice, we can take into account the disorder present in the arrangement of 

these grains.  For the discussion presented in this section, we will use either a square or 

triangular lattice. 
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     We illustrate some of the basic percolation concepts discussed so far using our Fortran 

codes that run a site, bond, or site-bond problem for a 2D triangular or square lattice.  

These codes allow the user to specify a lattice size m sites wide and n sites high along 

with the occupation probability, p, that determines the fraction of lattice sites or bonds 

filled.  The codes then randomly occupy the available lattice sites or bonds using a Monte 

Carlo method up to the specified fraction and then check for the presence of a cluster that 

spans the lattice from the bottom to the top (i.e. percolation).  When the specified fraction 

of the lattice has been filled, the code then outputs a list of all the sites or bonds that were 

occupied as well as the sizes of all the clusters on the lattice.  The methodology used in 

our codes is inspired by the algorithms presented by Dean [25] and Newman & Ziff [26]. 

     We consider a site percolation problem on a square lattice of 5050 sites, where the 

critical percolation threshold, pc = 0.593 [22].  In Figure 3.1, we have generated a lattice 

with sites occupied with probability p = 0.10.  We note that in this figure and subsequent 

figures, the entire skeleton of the lattice is shown in light grey and the occupied sites are 

represented as large black dots.  If two neighboring sites are occupied, we have drawn a 

thicker line between the sites, denoting the bond connecting these sites as a cluster.  We 

have further represented the largest cluster on the lattice by connecting the sites with 

black bonds, and all other bonds for smaller clusters are colored grey.  As we see in 

Figure 3.1, with only 10% of the sites occupied, many of the clusters are small, single-

site clusters with a handful of somewhat larger clusters and a mean cluster size, S = 1.26.  

We also find that there is no cluster that spans the entire lattice from top to bottom 

(although it is in principle possible, but highly improbable).  As we increase the fraction  
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Figure 3.1.  Site percolation problem on a 5050 square lattice with p = 0.10. 

 

Figure 3.2.  Site percolation problem on a 5050 square lattice with p = 0.40. 
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Figure 3.3.  Site percolation problem on a 5050 square lattice with p = 0.60. 

 

Figure 3.4.  Site percolation problem on a 5050 square lattice with p = 0.65. 
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of sites occupied to p = 0.40 in Figure 3.2, the mean cluster size increases (S = 3.48) and 

there are more multiple-site clusters and fewer single-site clusters, but still no presence of 

a lattice-spanning cluster.  In Figure 3.3 we have increased p to 0.60, just slightly above 

pc, and we now find that one cluster spans the entire lattice from top to bottom.  If we 

modestly increase p to 0.65, as in Figure 3.4, we quickly see that many of the smaller 

clusters seen in Figure 3.3 are swallowed up by the lattice-spanning cluster, such that vast 

majority of the occupied sites now belong to the lattice-spanning cluster. 

     This rapid increase in the number of sites belonging to the lattice-spanning cluster 

leads to another important percolation quantity, P, called the percolation probability.  The 

percolation probability is defined as the probability that a randomly selected site (or 

bond) belongs to the infinite cluster.  In other words, P is the fraction of the entire lattice 

that belongs to the infinite cluster.  For a finite lattice size, P will initially rise rapidly 

near the critical percolation threshold as a significant fraction of sites (or bonds) are part 

of the lattice-spanning cluster and then taper off towards 1. 

     We have plotted P as a function of site occupation probability, ps, in Figure 3.5 and 

Figure 3.6, for various finite and non-square lattice geometries.  To generate these 

figures, we modified our site percolation code to run 1000 realizations of the site 

percolation problem on a 2D triangular lattice until a lattice-spanning cluster appears.  

The starting case in both figures is a lattice with an equal number of sites along its width 

and height (5050).  We then reduced the number of sites along either the length or width 

by 5 lattice sites, and ran another 1000 realizations.  For the site percolation problem on a 

triangular lattice, we note that pc = 1/2 for the infinite lattice [22]. 
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Figure 3.5.  Percolation probability as a function of site occupation probability for a 

triangular lattice of varying width, m. 

 

Figure 3.6.  Percolation probability as a function of site occupation probability for a 

triangular lattice with varying height, n. 
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     In Figure 3.5, we present the results for when we reduce the lattice width and find that 

for symmetric and nearly symmetric lattices the transition of P from 0 to 1 is fairly sharp 

and close to pc.  As the width of the lattice is reduced, we see that the transition becomes 

more smeared out and a higher fraction of sites must be filled for a lattice-spanning 

cluster to appear.  That is, the ps required for a lattice-spanning cluster increases due to 

the decrease in lattice width.  This is because as the width is reduced, there are fewer 

possible realizations for a percolating cluster.  Furthermore, the minimum size for the 

lattice-spanning cluster is always at least 50 sites, which becomes an increasingly 

significant fraction of all lattice sites as the width is reduced. 

     Figure 3.6 illustrates the effect of reducing the height of the lattice in increments of 

five lattice sites.  We again see similar trends as in Figure 3.5, where the transition of P 

from 0 to 1 is sharper for more symmetric lattice configurations and occurs close to the 

infinite percolation threshold of 1/2.  However, as the height is decreased towards more 

asymmetric lattices, we see that we require a much lower fraction of sites in order to 

achieve a lattice-spanning cluster.  As we reduce the number of sites along the height, 

fewer lattice sites are required for percolation (i.e. at a minimum, we only need n lattice 

sites).  Hence, only a small fraction of all available sites needs to be occupied in order to 

create a lattice-spanning cluster.  These results for different lattice aspect ratios have been 

explored by other researchers [27,28], prompting the definition of an apparent percolation 

threshold [29].  The motivation for the treating smaller finite-sized lattices in percolation 

problems is due to the potential for modeling nanostructures that typically have large 

aspect ratios. 
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     We now discuss the last important quantity in percolation problems that is of interest 

above the percolation threshold.  A popular formulation of a percolation problem 

mentioned earlier is that of an electrical grid or a network of resistors [21].  Here, it is 

useful to think of the bonds as resistors connecting sites in a bond percolation problem.  

In this example, we are interested in the conductance, G, of the lattice-spanning cluster 

above the percolation threshold as a function of the site or bond occupation probability.  

We can qualitatively discuss how the functional dependence of the conductance should 

be.  Below the percolation threshold, we of course have no path from one end of the 

lattice to the other, and the conductance is zero.  Once a percolating cluster has formed, 

we can then calculate the conductance.  It would be expected that the conductance of this 

newly-formed lattice-spanning cluster is low, due to the tortuosity of the path from one 

end to the other, as can be seen in Figure 3.3.  As more sites or bonds are added to the 

lattice-spanning cluster, the conductance increases due to the addition of parallel paths 

that manifest throughout the cluster, as seen in a comparison of Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4. 

     In order to calculate the conductance for the lattice-spanning cluster, we assign a value 

of conductance, gij, to each bond in the lattice that connects sites i and j.  This value is 

zero if the bond is unoccupied and some non-zero value if the bond is occupied.  We 

expect gij = gji since the same bond is described.  The sites on the lattice serve as nodes 

for the resistor network, and thus the current Ii into site i can be written using Kirchhoff‟s 

Law as: 

  
j

ijiji VVgI  ,                                               (3.1) 
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where Vi and Vj are the electric potentials at sites i and j.  In general, the expression in 

equation 3.1 represents a system of coupled linear equations that may be represented as a 

matrix of conductances and two vectors of current and voltages.  In order to find G, we 

apply a voltage, Va, to all the lattice sites in the top row of the lattice and set the lattice 

sites in the bottom row equal to zero voltage.  In steady state, we know that the currents 

into each of the internal nodes of the lattice must sum to zero, while a net current flows 

into or out of the nodes at the bottom and top of the lattice.  With these two additional 

bits of information, we can solve the system of equations and find the conductance of the 

lattice-spanning cluster after calculating the total current flowing into or out of the nodes 

at the bottom or top of the lattice and dividing by the applied voltage. 

     The actual calculation of the conductance for the lattice-spanning cluster with the 

results from a percolation code can be rather difficult.  There exist many methods and 

algorithms in order to reduce calculation time and effectively calculate the conductance 

near the percolation threshold [21,30,31,32,33,34,35].  In general, we could solve the 

system of equations in 3.1 simply using Gaussian elimination or matrix inversion, 

although this becomes time consuming even for modest lattice sizes.  We note that the 

matrix of conductances in equation 3.1 is usually very sparse (i.e. contains many zero 

elements) and computation can be improved with the use of a sparse matrix 

representation [17].  Consequently, our Fortran code uses sparse matrix routines and 

solves the system of linear equations using a conjugate gradient method as presented in 

ref. 17. 
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     Using our bond percolation code, we have calculated the conductance as a function of 

bond occupation probability, pb, for a 5050 site lattice.  For 100 different bond 

percolation problems, we calculated the conductance of the lattice-spanning cluster (if 

present) at specific values of pb until the lattice was completely filled.  In our code, we set 

the conductance for an occupied bond belonging to the lattice-spanning cluster equal to 1 

ohm
-1

 and Va was equal to 1 V.  The results for a 2D triangular and square lattice are 

presented in Figure 3.7.  In this figure, we have normalized the conductance of the lattice-

spanning cluster, G, at each value of pb to the maximum possible conductance, G0, when 

all the bonds are occupied. 

 

 

Figure 3.7.  Normalized conductance as a function of bond occupation for a square and 

triangular lattice of 5050 sites. 
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     For both lattice types, we find that the conductance varies approximately linearly with 

bond occupation probability for most values of pb, as expected for 2D lattices [21,28].  It 

is only near the percolation threshold where we find deviations from this trend.  Here, the 

conductance curves and then becomes zero as pb decreases.  The value at which G/G0 

becomes zero is close to the infinite percolation thresholds for both lattice types, but it is 

not exactly at the infinite percolation threshold due to the finite size of the lattice. 

     The behavior of the conductance near the percolation threshold illustrates one of many 

areas of interest in percolation theory:  the study of scaling laws close to pc.  These 

scaling laws typically take the form of (p – pc)
a
, where a is some exponent.  For the 

quantities P, S, and , the exponents are well-known and only depend on lattice 

dimension [20,22].  These exponents have important applications and meaning in the 

study of various phase transitions [20,22].  The conductance can also be expressed as a 

power law near the percolation threshold, but the value of that exponent is slightly less 

well-known, since they can depend on the geometry of the lattice [20,36]. 

 

Section 3.3: Mesoscopic Model Description 

     We now present the details of our mesoscopic model.  Since percolation can be used 

to describe sharp phase transitions, our mesoscopic model will be used to describe the 

transition of our nanocrystalline transistor channel from nonconducting to conducting.  

The basis of our mesoscopic model is a site-bond percolation problem on a 2D triangular 

lattice.  We imagine the grains themselves as occupying the individual sites of the lattice 

located at the vertices of each triangle, leading to a regular array of grains that are six- 
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Figure 3.8.  Example of a 2D Voronoi tessallation using 20 points. 

 

fold coordinated.  Realistically, the grains in an actual device are not all of the same size 

and uniformly hexagonal in shape, and a more appropriate lattice could be used, such as 

the Voronoi tessellation shown in Figure 3.8 generated using Mathematica [37].  On 

average, a grain in a 2D Voronoi tessellation is six-fold coordinated; the same as the 

triangular lattice.  Furthermore, it has been shown that the corrections to percolation 

quantities between the Voronoi construction and a triangular lattice are small [38,39]. 

Thus for simplicity, we will use a triangular lattice.   

     The site occupation probability will be related to the local voltage drop across the gate 

insulator within the framework of the gradual channel approximation.  The grains will be 

considered conducting or nonconducting due to the presence or absence of carriers in that 
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part of the channel.  The bonds in the lattice will represent the conduction across the 

grain boundaries due to the energetic barriers present, and ideally be taken from a 

distribution of normalized conductances.  As a starting point however, we may take the 

bonds to simply be conducting or nonconducting.  We will relate the bond occupation 

probability to these energetic barriers between grains due to the effects of carrier 

concentration and longitudinal field, as in our macroscopic model. 

     We can think of the site occupation probability (or fractional occupation) as the 

relative population of a particular grain with conduction electrons.  This relative 

occupancy will be related to the number of free carriers available in the channel.  In a 

field effect transistor, the gate bias, VG, controls the number of carriers in the channel and 

is related to the total sheet density of carriers, ntotal, via the formula: 

B

G

total n
e

CV
n  ,                                                  (3.2) 

where we include the term nB as some background of carriers present under no applied 

gate bias.  This background of carriers can be either thermally excited carriers in the 

conduction band or pre-existing trapped carriers.  The presence of nB can also be used to 

account for a non-zero threshold voltage.  We assume that the carriers in the channel can 

either populate conduction band states in the grains, n, or trap states within the grain 

boundaries, nT.  The total carrier density in the channel is then related to these two 

quantities by: 

CCTTTB
G fNfNnnn

e

CV
 ,                                   (3.3) 
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where NT is the (average) total number of trap states per unit area at the grain boundary, 

NC  is the two-dimensional effective conduction band density of states, and fC and fT are 

the occupation probabilities given by: 

  TkEEf BCFC  exp  and                                     (3.4) 

  TkEE
f

BFT

T



exp1

1
,                                           (3.5) 

where EF is the Fermi energy, EC is the conduction band energy, ET is the energy level of 

the trap states in the grain boundaries, kB is Boltzmann‟s constant, and T is the absolute 

temperature.  We have assumed the occupation of states within the grain is non-

degenerate in equation 3.4 since we are mainly interested in the occupation of these states 

near the threshold voltage.  Making use of fC from equation 3.4, we can rewrite fT as: 

  TkEE
n

N
f

BCT
C

T





exp1

1
.                                     (3.6) 

Subsequent substitution of equation 3.6 into equation 3.3 allows us to solve for n in terms 

of the gate voltage and grain boundary trap parameters, (EC – ET) and NT.  Once we have 

solved for n, we then define the probability that a site is occupied as: 

T

s
nn

n
p


 ,                                                       (3.7) 

which is just the fraction of carriers available for conduction for a given gate bias. 

     We can derive an expression for the energy barriers due to the grain boundaries by 

assuming that a sheet of negative charge exists at the grain boundary due to trapped 

carriers.  In the simplest case, we consider one grain boundary with two grains, one on 

either side of the grain boundary, as illustrated in Figure 3.9, with a density of nT trapped  
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Figure 3.9.  Geometry used to derive the barrier height due to a single grain boundary. 

 

charge carriers at the grain boundary.  In this one-dimensional model, the presence of 

trapped charge at the grain boundary creates a depletion region of width W on either side 

of the grain boundary.  We have represented the depleted positive charge by the symbol 

ND
+
, which is related to the free carrier density, n, via: 



n
N D  ,                                                        (3.8) 

where  is the thickness of the channel and is taken to be 5 nm.  We assume for the 

moment that the grains are semi-infinite (i.e. not fully depleted).  Later, we will find that 

this assumption appears to be valid for the range of gate biases we are interested in near 

the threshold voltage, but one may also repeat the derivation for finite grain size. 
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     We perform the straightforward one-dimensional electrostatics analysis for the single 

grain boundary case starting with the Poisson equation in the form: 

 

0

2

2





S

x

dx

Vd
 ,                                                    (3.9) 

where S is the relative dielectric constant for the semiconductor (S = 7.8 for ZnO [15]), 

and (x) = eND
+
 for –W < x < W.  We integrate equation 3.9 once to obtain a solution for 

the electric field, F(x), for each grain on either side of the grain boundary separately.  

Due to the presence of the sheet charge at x = 0, the solutions for the electric field at 0
–
 

and 0
+
 differ by |enT/S0| at the grain boundary.  Under equilibrium conditions, F(–W) = 

F(W) = 0 and we find that 2ND
+
W = nT, which is expected for charge neutrality. 

     Upon integration of the expressions for electric field, we obtain the profile for the 

electric potential, V, as a function of x.  We can then find an expression for the barrier 

height, Vb, noting that Vb = V(0) – V(–W) or V(0) – V(W) in equilibrium.  Thus, the 

magnitude of Vb is found to be: 

n

en
V

S

T
b

0

2

8 


 ,                                                  (3.10) 

upon substitution of equation 3.8. 

     Based on this expression for the barrier height, we can begin to discuss the relation to 

the bond occupation probability in our percolation problem.  Similar to the site 

occupation probability, we can think of the bond occupation probability as the possibility 

that a bond on the lattice is conducting or nonconducting.  Assuming that electrons in the 

channel can move between grains if they have enough energy to surmount the grain 

boundary barrier height (i.e. thermionically) we may define pb as: 
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 TkeVp Bbb  exp .                                          (3.11) 

The bond occupation probability will be dependent upon both the free carrier 

concentration and the trapped carrier concentration via Vb. 

 

Section 3.4: Mesoscopic Model Results 

     Before connecting the model to the site-bond percolation problem, we present results 

for the various quantities described in the previous section as a function of gate bias.  We 

will again use a ZnO nanostructured FET for our example.  Any material and device 

parameters necessary for calculations were taken from Bayraktaroglu [5] and are the 

same as those mentioned in Section 2.3.  For all of the figures to be discussed in this 

section, the temperature is set to be 300 K, although this is another parameter that may be 

varied. 

     In Figure 3.10, we have plotted the free carrier concentration as a function of gate bias 

for a fixed density of total traps, NT = 10
12

 cm
-2

, no background density of carriers, and 

with (EC – ET) varying from 3kBT up to 9kBT.  For reference, the total density of electrons 

in the channel, ntotal, has also been plotted as a dashed line.  For shallow trap energy 

levels, we see that there is enough thermal energy at low gate voltages such that not all 

trap states are filled and some carriers are available for conduction.  However, for deeper 

trap levels at low gate voltage, carriers induced by the gate voltage get trapped at the 

grain boundaries, and there are essentially no free carriers until we have applied a gate 

bias large enough to fill all the available traps.  This effect is seen in Figure 3.10 for the  
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Figure 3.10.  Free carrier concentration versus gate bias for a fixed total trap 

concentration of 10
12

 cm
-2

.  The total carrier density is shown as a dashed line. 

 

Figure 3.11.  Carrier concentration versus gate bias for a fixed trap level 6kBT below the 

conduction band.  The dashed line is the total carrier density. 
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trap levels 9kBT below the conduction band, where there is a distinct voltage at which n 

starts to have a value greater than zero.  Increasing the depth of the trap level only 

“sharpens” this transition that occurs around ~1.3 V, which is already very close to the 

limiting curve for this set of parameters. 

     Similarly, we have plotted n vs. VG in Figure 3.11, except we have fixed the trap level 

to be 6kBT below the conduction band edge and varied the total density of available traps 

at the grain boundary.  The variance in the total density of traps changes the apparent 

voltage transition due to less available traps that need to be occupied at the grain 

boundary.  Although it is not plotted in Figure 3.11, we find for a relatively low density 

of total traps (NT = 10
10

 cm
-2

), almost any applied gate voltage is enough to produce free 

carriers regardless of the location of the trap energy level. 

     We have plotted the grain boundary barrier height when varying the location of the 

trap energy level and total density of traps in Figure 3.12 and Figure 3.13, respectively.  

We have decreased the spread in the varied parameter in both figures to maintain 

reasonable values of barrier height for comparison.  In both figures, we find that the 

barrier height starts at zero for no applied gate bias and then increases to a maximum and 

decreases again.  The increase and subsequent decrease in barrier height with increasing 

gate bias is a consequence of the carrier statistics preferring to fill trap sites at the grain 

boundary at these trap depths, and thus the number of free carriers comparatively is low.  

In general, the barrier height increases until most of the total traps have been filled, after 

which some of the available carriers become conduction electrons.  With a fixed number  
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Figure 3.12.  Grain boundary barrier height as a function of gate bias for a fixed total 

trap concentration of 10
12

 cm
-2

. 

 

Figure 3.13.  Grain boundary barrier height as a function of gate bias for a fixed trap 

depth 7 kBT below the conduction band. 
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Figure 3.14.  Barrier height as a function of gate bias for varying values of background 

carrier concentration. 

 

of total traps, we see in Figure 3.12 that the maximum value of the barrier height 

increases with deeper trap states due to a greater preference for filling trap states first.  

From Figure 3.13, we find that we require a smaller gate voltage to reach the maximum 

barrier height when we decrease the total number of traps.  This also leads to an overall 

smaller maximum barrier height. 

     In Figure 3.14, we briefly illustrate how adjusting the value of nB changes the barrier 

height as a function of gate bias.  We find that increasing the value of nB shifts the barrier 

height curve along the x-axis, with positive values of nB shifting the entire curve to the 

left, making it possible to have a non-zero barrier height at zero gate voltage.  A similar 

effect may be found for the carrier density curves as well. 
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Figure 3.15.  Site occupation probability as a function of gate voltage for a fixed total 

trap concentration of 10
12

 cm
-2

. 

 

     Now that we have seen how n and Vb behave as we change VG, EC – ET, NT, and nB, we 

can look at the occupation probabilities of sites and bonds on our triangular lattice that 

represent the distribution of grains in the channel.  In Figure 3.15, we have plotted the 

multiple curves of the site occupation probability versus the applied gate voltage for a 

fixed total trap concentration of 10
12

 cm
-2

, varying the location of the grain boundary trap 

level.  We see that for shallow traps, there is a significant fraction of occupied sites at 

zero gate bias.  However, as we increase the trap depth, the site occupation probability 

drops quickly to zero, as trap states are preferentially filled.  We again see that there is a 

transition voltage at ~1.3 V for deep traps at which the site occupation probability starts 

to increase again, as seen in Figure 3.10.  We can further change this transition voltage by  
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Figure 3.16.  Site occupation probability as a function of gate bias for a fixed trap level 

6kBT below the conduction band edge. 

 

adjusting NT, as seen in Figure 3.16, where we have fixed EC – ET to be 6kBT.  Here, even 

a reduction in NT of one order of magnitude is enough to produce a fractional site 

occupation of ~0.2 at zero gate bias.  This shift occurs because there are less trap states at 

the grain boundary to be filled, and thus a smaller gate bias is needed before all of the 

trap states are filled (cf. Figure 3.11). 

     For the bond occupation probability, we find a much different dependence upon the 

gate bias.  In Figure 3.17, we have fixed the total trap concentration at the grain boundary 

to 10
12

 cm
-2

.  For all trap depths, the bond occupation probability is 1 at zero applied gate 

bias.  This is a consequence of the barrier height being zero at no applied gate bias (this 

of course can be adjusted by changing nB).  For shallow trap levels, the bond occupation 
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Figure 3.17.  Bond occupation probability as a function of gate bias for a fixed total trap 

concentration of 10
12

 cm
-2

. 

 

Figure 3.18.  Bond occupation probability as a function of gate bias for a fixed trap level 

6kBT below the conduction band. 
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probability is high (> 0.75) throughout the entire range of gate biases due to the carrier 

statistics which allow for a significant number of free carriers and a lower preference for 

occupying traps.  However, for deeper trap states the bond occupation probability 

decreases quickly due to the rapid increase in barrier height seen in Figure 3.12.  Once 

most of the trap states at the grain boundary are filled and the barrier height decreases 

again, the bond occupation probability will again increase.  If we decrease the total 

number of traps, we find that the decrease in pb from 1 at VG = 0 is not as dramatic, as 

illustrated in Figure 3.18.  Again, a decrease in NT by an order of magnitude is enough to 

keep pb > 0.95 throughout the range of applied gate biases. 

 

Section 3.5: Determination of the Threshold Voltage 

     We now turn our attention to determining the threshold voltage, VT, for the 

nanostructured transistor.  As we saw the previous section, the gate bias determines both 

occupational probabilities for sites and bonds.  Thus for a given VG, we have a specified 

(ps,pb) that is in turn dependent upon the model parameters, EC – ET, NT, nB, and T.   

     In our discussion of percolation, we saw that the critical percolation threshold is a key 

quantity representing an abrupt phase transition in the thermodynamic limit of an 

infinitely large lattice.  In a field-effect transistor, a phase transition of sorts occurs when 

the channel goes from a nonconducting state to a conducting one when the gate bias 

reaches VT.  Since the gate bias influences both the site and bond occupation 

probabilities, we use the percolation threshold from the site-bond percolation problem in 

our mesoscopic model.  In a general site-bond percolation problem, the values of ps and 
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pb may be independently set, and for a given ps (or pb) there is a minimum fraction of 

bonds (sites) that need to be filled before a percolating cluster appears.  The 

determination of this minimum threshold for arbitrary ps (pb) is very difficult to 

determine theoretically and is therefore usually done by numerical Monte Carlo 

simulations [22,40].  For the infinite triangular lattice, we already know two points for 

this curve:  ps = 0.5 & pb = 1, and ps = 1 & pb = 0.3473 corresponding to either the pure 

site or the pure bond percolation problem. 

     We have created Fortran programs that run site-bond problems on either a triangular 

or square lattice.  Although we are interested primarily in the triangular lattice to 

represent the nanocrystalline grains in the transistor channel, we include the results from 

the square lattice as a check since the geometry of the triangular lattice is slightly more 

complex.  Upon execution, our programs fix the value of either ps or pb and then add 

bonds or sites until a lattice-spanning cluster is present, at which time the fraction of 

bonds or sites is recorded.  Our code then randomly generates a new lattice and repeats 

the process.  For our determination of the site-bond percolation threshold, we executed 

1,000 different realizations of a 5050 lattice at each fixed ps or pb.  We then averaged 

the results for ps (or pb) and plotted these points to create the minimum threshold curve 

for percolation in pb – ps phase space. 

     We then combine this site-bond threshold data with the results presented in Section 

3.4, this time plotting pb versus ps.  The intersection of the mesoscopic model curves with 

the site-bond percolation threshold curve will determine the gate bias necessary for the 

presence of a lattice-spanning cluster, which is when the conductance of the lattice will  
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Figure 3.19.  Plot of the mesoscopic model and site-bond threshold data used to 

determine VT.  The various mesoscopic model curves are for different values of EC – ET. 

 

become non-zero and we have reached VT.  In Figure 3.19 – Figure 3.21, we have plotted 

multiple curves from the mesoscopic model in solid black lines, while the site-bond 

threshold data is plotted as points for both the triangular (filled circles) and square (open 

circles) lattices.  In each of these figures, we have varied one of the input parameters.  In 

Figure 3.19, we have varied the location of the trap level, while in Figure 3.20, we varied 

the total density of traps at the grain boundary, and in Figure 3.21, we varied the 

temperature.  As we can see in these three figures, the intersection of the mesoscopic 

model curve with the site-bond threshold occurs at different (ps,pb) as we change one of 

the input parameters.  However, in Figure 3.19 and Figure 3.21, we can see that as we 

increase either EC – ET or T, we appear to reach a limiting value of (ps,pb). 
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Figure 3.20.  Plot of the mesoscopic model curves and site-bond threshold data used to 

determine VT. The various mesoscopic model curves are for different values of NT. 

 

Figure 3.21.  Plot of the mesoscopic model curves and site-bond threshold data used to 

determine VT.  The various mesoscopic model curves are for different values of T. 
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Figure 3.22.  Variation of threshold voltage as a function of trap location for varying 

values of NT. 

 

     To determine the threshold voltage, we merely note the value of (ps,pb) at which the 

intersection takes place and use the mesoscopic model to find the value of VG this occurs 

at.  In the next set of figures, we have done this for various sets of input parameters to see 

how the threshold voltage acts as a function a particular input parameter (here, either EC – 

ET, NT, or T).  In Figure 3.22 and Figure 3.23, we have investigated the variation of VT 

with the location of the trap level for different values of NT and T, respectively.  In both 

figures, we see that the threshold voltage reaches some limiting value at trap level about 

7kBT below the conduction band.  An increase in the total density of traps increases the 

magnitude of the threshold voltage for a given trap depth due to the need for larger gate 

bias to create a significant number of free carriers.   
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Figure 3.23.  Variation of threshold voltage as a function of trap location for varying 

values of T. 

 

A similar effect is seen when decreasing the temperature, with carriers preferring to 

occupy trap states over free electron states due to the sharpening of the Fermi-Dirac 

function at lower temperature. 

     We have plotted the variation of the threshold voltage as a function of NT for various 

trap locations and temperatures in Figure 3.24 and Figure 3.25, respectively.  In both of 

these figures, we see that there is no limiting value of NT at which VT saturates and that 

the dependence of VT on NT is essentially linear.  However, we do see that the location of 

the trap level limits the magnitude of the threshold voltage, where the values of EC – ET at 

6kBT are only slightly smaller than those at 9kBT in Figure 3.24, as expected from our 

results in Figure 3.22.  We also see that lowering the temperature appears to make a  
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Figure 3.24.  Variation of threshold voltage as a function of NT for various trap depths 

below the conduction band. 

 

Figure 3.25.  Variation of threshold voltage as a function of NT for various temperatures. 
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Figure 3.26.  Variation of threshold voltage as a function of temperature for different 

values of NT. 

 

stronger change to the threshold voltage than increasing the temperature which was seen 

in Figure 3.23. 

     Lastly, we illustrate the change in threshold voltage with temperature for various 

values of NT and EC – ET in Figure 3.26 and Figure 3.27, respectively.  In both figures, we 

see that the magnitude of the threshold voltage tends to saturate as the temperature is 

increased, as we concluded from Figure 3.23 or Figure 3.25.  This effect can be mitigated 

by increasing the depth of the trap level below the conduction band.  In Figure 3.26, we 

see that the spacing of data points for fixed T at the different values of NT is roughly 

equal, as we concluded from Figure 3.25.  We once again see that the threshold voltage 

also saturates as the trap level is moved further below the conduction band in Figure 3.27.  
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Figure 3.27.  Variation of threshold voltage as a function of temperature for different trap 

levels. 

 

Section 3.6: Summary and Conclusion 

     We have presented our mesoscopic model for a field-effect transistor with 

nanocrystalline channel that describes the transistor behavior near VT.   In this model, we 

have used ideas from percolation theory to incorporate the effects of individual 

nanocrystals within the channel, rather than averaging over multiple grains as our 

macroscopic model does.  In our mesoscopic model, the two percolation probabilities for 

sites and bonds are connected to the free carrier concentration in each grain and the 

trapped carrier concentration at the grain boundary.  These carrier concentrations are 

directly influenced by the application of a gate bias.  As a gate bias is applied, carriers in 

the channel may occupy either trap states at the grain boundary or conduction band states 
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in the grain.  The site occupation probability is directly related to the fraction of free 

carriers available within the grain, while the bond occupation probability is dependent 

upon the energetic barrier at the grain boundary due to the presence of trapped carriers. 

     With the site and bond occupation probabilities determined by the applied gate bias, 

we can connect these quantities to the site-bond percolation problem to determine the 

threshold voltage.  The sudden appearance of the lattice-spanning cluster in the site-bond 

problem represents a change in the lattice from a nonconducting to a conducting state.  

We have determined this threshold in pb – ps space using Monte Carlo simulations.  The 

intersection of the mesoscopic model curves determined from the carrier statistics with 

the site-bond percolation threshold curves represents the gate bias necessary to reach the 

threshold voltage. 

     We have explored the variation in threshold voltage with the adjustable parameters in 

our model:  the depth of the trap state below the conduction band, the total density of 

available traps at the grain boundary, and the temperature.  We found that increasing the 

location of the trap to levels lower than ~7kBT below the conduction band edge did not 

change the magnitude of the threshold voltage.  This was found in both cases when the 

total density of traps or the temperature was varied.  A similar effect was seen in the 

variation of VT with temperature, where the magnitude of VT appears to reach a limit as T 

increases and was true for the variation of VT with both NT and EC – ET.  However, the 

variation of VT with the total number of traps appears to be linear regardless of 

temperature or trap depth below the conduction band. 
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Chapter 4: Summary and Future Work 

Section 4.1: Summary of the Device Models 

     We have presented two models in this work to explain the behavior of nanostructured 

field-effect transistor channels.  Devices with this type of channel contain multiple grain 

boundaries that limit the transport of electrons in the inversion layer near the gate.  Due 

to the discontinuity in crystal structure between the grains, the grain boundaries introduce 

energetic barriers that electrons in the channel must surmount in order to move from one 

grain to another.  The magnitude of the energy barrier height between grains may be 

altered by the relative free carrier concentrations in the two grains separated by the grain 

boundary, or by the application of a field between the two grains. 

     In our macroscopic model, we have taken into account the energy barrier lowering by 

explicitly modifying the expression for the mobility to include a dependence upon the 

local sheet carrier concentration and the longitudinal electric field.  The inclusion of these 

two extra terms yields a mobility that is dependent upon both the carrier concentration 

and the gradient of the carrier concentration.  We use a relaxation method to solve the 

nonlinear second-order differential equation that arises with the inclusion of the 

longitudinal field dependent mobility. 

     In general, we find that the presence of the carrier density dependent mobility term 

acts to increase the magnitude of the carrier concentration throughout the channel, while 

the presence of the longitudinal field dependent mobility term does the opposite, 

increasing the carrier concentration gradient throughout much of the channel.  When we 

look at the contribution to the overall mobility for each of these terms throughout the 
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channel, we again find opposite effects.  The carrier density dependent mobility term 

makes its greatest contribution to the mobility at the source where the carrier 

concentration is greatest, while the longitudinal field dependent mobility term makes its 

greatest contribution at the drain end, where the carrier density gradient is greatest.  The 

addition of either or both terms increases the overall magnitude of the current density 

when compared with the constant mobility case.  We find that the inclusion of the carrier 

density dependent mobility term yields a larger increase in the current density when the 

model parameters are set for an equal contribution to the mobility. 

     As one would expect, the additional longitudinal field dependent mobility term is 

influenced by the magnitude of the applied drain bias.  For many of the results presented, 

we have biased the transistor to the onset of saturation.  When we decreased the 

magnitude of the applied drain bias, we found a lower contribution to the mobility, and 

for a small drain bias (< 0.5 V), the additional contribution to the current density due to 

this mobility term was negligible. 

     We successfully used our macroscopic model to fit the output characteristics for a 

nanostructured ZnO transistor produced by Bayraktaroglu [5].  We extracted the 

macroscopic model parameters for VT, 0, and a from the channel conductance data in the 

linear region of the output characteristics.  With p = 1, the addition of the carrier density 

dependent mobility term showed a good fit to the experimental data at relatively low 

drain bias.  When we included the longitudinal field dependent mobility term, we were 

able to achieve a better fit to the output characteristics throughout the entire triode region 

for multiple values of gate bias. 
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     Since our macroscopic model inherently averages over multiple grains in the channel, 

we developed a mesoscopic model to better incorporate the effects of individual 

nanocrystals in the channel.  The basis of this model is a site-bond percolation problem 

on a 2D triangular lattice in which the grains are represented by the sites and the 

energetic barriers between the grains are represented by the bonds.  The sites or bonds are 

said to be conducting if the site or bond is occupied and each of these occupations are 

related to the occupation probabilities in the site-bond problem.  We also determined 

these site and bond occupation probabilities using the carrier statistics related to the 

occupation of free electron states within the grain and trap states located at the grain 

boundary.  The total number of available carriers to occupy either of these states is 

directly controlled by the gate bias.  We further define the site occupation probability as 

being the free carrier concentration divided by the sum of the free carrier concentration 

and trapped carrier concentration.  The bond probability is dependent upon the magnitude 

of the energetic barrier present at the grain boundary.  This energy barrier is also 

dependent upon the free and trapped carrier concentrations. 

     In a percolation problem, an abrupt phase transition occurs when the critical 

percolation threshold has been reached.  For our nanocrystalline transistor, this transition 

is represented by the transistor „turning on‟, i.e. we have reached the threshold voltage.  

Using a Monte Carlo simulation, we have determined the site-bond percolation threshold 

in pb – ps space.  We can then combine these results with the site and bond occupation 

probabilities determined using the carrier statistics.  The intersection of these two curves 

yields the gate voltage at which percolation occurs and is thus the threshold voltage. 
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     We have explored the variation in the threshold voltage with the adjustable parameters 

in our mesoscopic model.  These parameters include the location of the trap state below 

the conduction band at the grain boundary, the total concentration of trap states at the 

grain boundary, and the temperature of the device.  In general, when we decreased the 

energy of the trap state below the conduction band edge, the threshold voltage increased 

until we reached ~7kBT, after which the threshold voltage remained constant.  We found a 

similar limitation when increasing the temperature; however, increasing the temperature 

initially decreased the magnitude of the threshold voltage.  When we increased the total 

concentration of traps at the grain boundary, we found that the magnitude of the threshold 

voltage increased linearly with no limiting value. 

 

Section 4.2: Future Work 

     When fitting our macroscopic model to the output characteristics, we found good 

agreement between the experimental data and model in the triode region.  However, the 

macroscopic model significantly deviates from the experimental data in saturation.  

Currently, our macroscopic model assumes that the current stays constant once the 

saturation drain bias is reached; the same as the basic field-effect transistor model.  

Future work could involve extending this model to account for behavior in the saturation 

regime.  This might include accounting for short-channel effects, although this seems an 

unlikely reason to explain the deviation for the experimental set of data considered since 

the channel is relatively long (2 m). 
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     Currently, our mesoscopic model only describes transistor behavior near-threshold.  

This model could be further developed by using the conductance data to explain the 

linear behavior soon after the transistor is turned on at low drain bias.  Additionally, we 

have not fully explored the effects of asymmetric lattices on the site-bond percolation 

threshold.  This would, for example, be necessary to account for if we consider the device 

geometry presented by Bayraktaroglu [5], where the gate width is 25 m.  Once the 

transistor is turned on, the drain bias affects the energetic barriers present at the grain 

boundaries, which is currently not accounted for in the model theory and could be 

explored.  In many of our calculations, we have also assumed that the grains are virtually 

identical in that the conductance of the bond is uniform, the total trap concentration and 

trap level at the grain boundaries are the same, and that the background carrier 

concentrations are the same.  A further refinement of the model would ideally take these 

variables from a statistical distribution to account for the differences in grain size and 

shape. 
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Appendix A: Performance of GaN/AlGaN/GaN Heterostructures under 

Hydrostatic Pressure 
 

A.1. Introduction and Motivation 

     The appendices present work done on the measurement of various GaN/AlGaN-based 

devices under hydrostatic pressure.  The performance of group III-nitrides as high power 

and high frequency devices, optical emitters, and detectors has been well-established
1,2,3

.  

Additionally, many properties of III-nitrides are desirable; in particular, their use at high 

temperature and in harsh environments sets them apart from conventional semiconductor 

materials.  In this work, our interest is in the use of III-nitrides as strain sensors due to 

their large piezoelectric coefficients.  This particular property has been explored in the 

study of piezoresistivity in p-GaN
4
, the change of Schottky barrier heights on n-GaN

5
 and 

n-AlGaN
6
 with hydrostatic pressure, and the effect of stress on the current-voltage 

characteristics of GaN/AlGaN-based heterostructure field effect transistors (HFETs)
7,8,9

.  

Briefly, the main contribution to polarization in III-nitrides is due to their würtzite crystal 
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structure that allows for spontaneous polarization parallel to the hexagonal c-axis.  

Additionally, heterojunctions of GaN and AlGaN layers contribute an additional 

piezoelectric polarization due to strain from the substrate, lattice mismatch between the 

individual III-nitride layers, and differences in the piezoelectric coefficients.  This 

difference allows for an induced layer of charge at the GaN/AlGaN interface, at which 

large 2D electron gas (2DEG) carrier concentrations are possible
10

. 

     In this appendix, we detail our work done on GaN/AlGaN/GaN double heterostructure 

devices in collaboration with X. Ni and H. Morkoç at Virginia Commonwealth 

University and K.-A. Son at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.  This work was published in 

the Journal of Applied Physics
11

. 

 

A.2. Experimental Results 

     The samples tested were n-GaN/u-AlxGa1-xN/n-GaN double heterostructures shown in 

Figure A.1, grown on c-plane sapphire substrates by organometallic vapor phase epitaxy 

(OMVPE) using epitaxial lateral overgrowth (ELO).  Fabrication details for these 

samples may be found in an earlier work
12

.  For the samples tested here, the composition 

and thickness of the AlGaN barrier layer was varied to see how these parameters affect 

the stress sensitivity of these devices.  All devices were wire bonded and mounted into a 
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Figure A.1.  GaN/AlGaN/GaN device structure. 

 

Unipress LC10 liquid cell manufactured by the Polish Academy of Sciences and tested 

under hydrostatic pressure.  The pressure transmitting medium in the liquid cell was a 1:1 

mixture of hexane and pentane.  Pressure was applied to the devices with the aid of a 

Unipress LCP20 hydraulic press up to 500 MPa in approximately 100 MPa increments, 

using an InSb semiconductor pressure gauge to monitor the pressure reading.  After each 

change in pressure, I-V characteristics were obtained with an HP 4145B semiconductor 

parameter analyzer.  In order to maintain consistency with the data reported by Liu, et. al. 

(see footnote 10), all I-V characteristics were obtained with the top (mesa) contact 

grounded and the bias applied to the bottom (substrate) contact. 

     In Figure A.2a we have plotted the I-V characteristics obtained from the samples 

tested with 15% AlN content and varying AlGaN thickness at atmospheric pressure.  In 

each of the three samples, we observed rectifying behavior that we can attribute to the  
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Figure A.2.  (a) I-V characteristics at atmospheric pressure for devices with 15% AlN 

content and AlGaN layer thicknesses of 10, 20, and 30nm.  (b) I-V characteristics at 

atmospheric pressure with 20nm AlGaN layer thickness and AlN contents of 12%, 15%, 

and 30%. 
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asymmetric potential barrier that arises in these devices (we will describe the asymmetric 

conduction band structure later in section A.3).  Moreover, we find that samples with 

thinner AlGaN barrier thickness possess larger current magnitudes at most applied 

voltages.  We note that the any exception to this observation is due to the differences in 

series and contact resistances for the two samples (e.g. the larger current magnitude 

observed in the 20nm AlGaN sample over the 10nm AlGaN sample in Figure A.2a at 

large forward (> 2V) and reverse biases (< -4V)).  Similarly, the I-V characteristics of the 

three samples with varying AlGaN composition and a fixed AlGaN layer thickness of 20 

nm are plotted in Figure A.2b at atmospheric pressure.  Once again, we find rectifying 

behavior for these samples and that the current magnitude increases for decreasing AlN 

content under all applied biases. 

     The performance of these devices under hydrostatic pressure is illustrated in Figure 

A.3, where we have plotted the results for the device with 15% AlN content and an  

AlGaN layer thickness of 20nm.  We find that the magnitude of the current decreases 

with increasing hydrostatic pressure and is linear over the range of pressures tested.  We 

have arbitrarily chosen two values of applied bias, +2V and -5V, to illustrate this 

decrease, although the decrease in current magnitude holds for any other value of applied 

bias.  In Figure A.3, points plotted with open circles indicate that the data were taken 

after an increase in hydrostatic pressure of ~100MPa, while points plotted with a cross 

indicate the data taken after a decrease in pressure of ~100MPa.  The low scatter in these 

data points indicates a retraceable pressure cycle with no adverse effects during the 

pressure run.  We obtained similar results with all other samples. 
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Figure A.3.  Dependence of current magnitude on pressure for applied voltages of 2V 

and -5V for the 15% AlN, 20nm thick AlGaN layer device.  Circles indicate data points 

taken after an increase in pressure of 100MPa, while crosses indicate data points taken 

after a decrease in pressure of 100MPa. 

 

     In order to characterize the performance of devices employed as stress sensors or 

strain gauges, it is customary to introduce a “gauge factor”.  We define the pressure 

gauge factor (PGF) as a normalized current change per unit pressure: 

PI

IPI
PGF

1

)0(

)0()(



 ,                                            (A.1) 

where I(0) is the current at atmospheric pressure, and I(P) is the current at a hydrostatic 

pressure P.  It is also useful to describe the performance on a strain-based metric rather 

than a pressure-based one.  The elastic response of these devices is greatly influenced by 

the thick substrate (see footnote 10).  In order to convert the PGF to a strain gauge factor  
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Table I. AlxGa1-xN layer composition and thickness, maximum pressure gauge factor 

(PGF), and maximum strain gauge factor (SGF) for the samples tested under hydrostatic 

pressure. 
        

    Sample Parameters Maximum Maximum 

x tAlGaN [nm] PGF [GPa
-1

] SGF 

0.12 20 -0.628 494 

0.15 10 -0.664 522 

0.15 20 -0.594 467 

0.15 30 -0.365 287 

0.30 20 -1.06 832 

 

(SGF), we divide the PGF by the pressure induced in-plane elastic strain of the substrate 

per unit applied pressure, (///P).  Using the elastic constants for sapphire
13

, we find that 

the pressure induced in-plane strain is -1.27310
-3

 GPa
-1

.  Since the slope of each 

sequence of data points in Figure A.3 is proportional to the PGF at an applied voltage, we 

can find a good average for each PGF, rather than use two discrete points.  For the 

sample presented in Figure A.3, we find a maximum PGF of -0.594GPa
-1

, which 

converts to a maximum SGF of 467 for that sample.  Table I lists the maximum pressure 

and strain gauge factors obtained for each sample. 

 

A.3. Theoretical Model and Discussion 

     We now present a model for the I-V characteristics for samples presented in this work.  

Our solution method involves self-consistently solving the Poisson equation with the 

appropriate boundary conditions at the AlGaN barrier interfaces
14

.  We assume that the 

                                                 
13
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14
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electron transport across the AlGaN barrier is due to both thermionic emission and 

tunneling processes, and that regions outside the barrier are in local thermal equilibrium.   

The tunneling probability was calculated using a one-dimensional Wentzel-Kramers-

Brillouin (WKB) approximation and donor levels in the n-type GaN layers were taken to 

be 30meV below the conduction band edge.  For further details of the model and solution 

procedure, please see the reference in footnote 10. 

     The key parameters of the model include the AlGaN layer thickness and composition 

along with polarization charge densities at the AlGaN/GaN interfaces.  We have 

calculated the polarization charge densities using the procedure outlined in Ambacher, et. 

al.
15

, and have used a consistent set of constants presented therein.  We have assumed that 

all nitride layers are grown pseudomorphic to each other and that the initial n
+
-GaN layer 

is fully relaxed (i.e. strain-free).  As stated earlier, we have assumed that the thick Al2O3 

substrate determines the elastic response under hydrostatic pressure. 

     We have plotted the output from the model as current density versus voltage (J-V) 

characteristics in Figure A.4 using the AlGaN layer parameters for the samples presented 

in section A.2.  Results are shown for Al0.15Ga0.85N with varying AlGaN thickness in 

Figure A.4a and varying AlGaN composition with 20nm AlGaN thickness in Figure 

A.4b.  In general, we find that the current density increases with both decreasing AlGaN 

layer thickness and decreasing AlN content as seen in the experimental results.  However, 

we find some quantitative discrepancies between the model and the experiment.  In 

                                                 
15
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Figure A.4.  (a) Calculated J-V curves for devices with 15% AlN content and varying 

AlGaN layer thickness, and (b) calculated J-V curves with 20nm AlGaN thickness and 

varying AlN content. 
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particular, we note the large difference in current density between the Al0.15Ga0.85N and 

Al0.3Ga0.7N samples seen in the model calculations in Figure A.4b that is less prominent 

in the experimental results shown in Figure A.2b.  These differences are attributed to 

additional current mechanisms that may be present in the real devices, such as defect-

assisted tunneling through the AlGaN layer or surface leakage on the etched vertical 

mesa caused by the reactive ion etching process step.  Additionally, our calculation for 

the polarizations used an uncoupled electromechanical (EM) formulation rather than a 

coupled treatment
16

, where recent calculations show that the coupled EM formulation 

reduces the piezoelectric polarization by up to 6.0 % in Al0.30Ga0.70N
17

.  This reduction in 

the piezoelectric polarization would result in an increase in the current density and 

consequently yield a better fit to the experimental data. 

     To help explain the how these devices work, we have plotted the calculated 

conduction band profiles.  We find that the behavior of these devices is different under 

forward and reverse biases.  In Figure A.5, the conduction band profiles for the 20nm-

thick Al0.15Ga0.85N device are presented.  Under a small forward bias (< ~1 V), the 

current consists of a combination of thermionic emission and tunneling.  As we increase 

the forward bias applied to the device, the effective AlGaN barrier width and height both 

decrease in magnitude, which then increases both contributions from thermionic emission 

and tunneling current mechanisms.  By decreasing the effective barrier width, the current 

density becomes primarily dominated by the tunneling mechanism.  When a reverse bias 

is applied, both mechanisms are once again present.  However, as we increase the applied 

                                                 
16
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17
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Figure A.5.  Calculated band profiles for a 15% AlN, 20nm thick AlGaN layer device 

under applied biases of -1, 0, and 1V.  Solid lines represent conduction band edges, EC, 

and dashed lines indicate quasi Fermi energies, EF, in the top and bottom GaN layers. 

 

reverse bias, the thermionic emission component starts to become comparable and 

eventually exceeds the tunneling component as the effective barrier width increases. 

     The effects of AlGaN thickness on the conduction band profiles are presented in 

Figure A.6a for structures with 15% AlN content in the barrier.  We see that increasing 

the thickness primarily increases the effective barrier width as well as the effective 

barrier height.  This is a consequence of the voltage drop associated with the interface 

polarization charges that are only partially neutralized by the electron accumulation and 

depletion layers.  The thicker AlGaN layers suppress the tunneling current component, 

requiring a larger bias to reach a given current level, consistent with Figure A.2a.  
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     Similarly, we observe that as the AlN content is increased in the AlGaN layer, the 

voltage required to reach a given current also increases, as seen in the experimental 

results.  An increase in AlN content causes a decrease the equilibrium lattice constant for 

the AlGaN layer, which in turn increases the in-plane tensile strain in the AlGaN layer.  

This increase in the in-plane strain correspondingly increases the amount of polarization 

charge at both GaN/AlGaN interfaces.  This will lead to an increase in the effective 

barrier height, which can be seen in Figure A.6b.  Since the thermionic emission 

mechanism is suppressed with higher energetic barriers and the tunneling mechanism is 

suppressed by wider effective barriers, we would expect a small current at low voltages.   

     The total strain response of a sample under hydrostatic pressure includes both an in-

plane component (1 = 2 = //) and an out-of-plane component (3).  Due to the relative 

stiffness of the substrate, the net effect of these strain components causes an increase in 

the polarization charge density at the GaN/AlGaN interfaces.  This will increase the 

amount of band bending as well as the both the effective barrier height and width.  Thus 

the current should decrease as the hydrostatic pressure increases at a fixed applied bias. 

     The gauge factors we have presented in Table I compare favorably to results 

previously published by Liu, et. al. (cf. footnote 10).  There, strain gauge factors were 

found in the range of 240-500 for a sample with a 10nm Al0.2Ga0.8N barrier layer.  We 

expect the pressure sensitivity of that sample to be slightly better than the sample with a 

10nm-thick Al0.15Ga0.85N barrier tested here.  The pressure responses of the two samples 

are similar, but the sample tested by Liu, et. al. had thicker, undoped GaN spacer layers 

that make a direct comparison questionable.  
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Figure A.6.  Calculated equilibrium conduction band profiles (solid lines) for device 

with: (a) 15% AlN content with varying AlGaN thickness and (b) 20nm AlGaN layer 

thickness with varying AlN content.  Dashed lines indicate Fermi energies, EF, in the top 

and bottom GaN layers. 
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A.4. Conclusion 

     We have tested the pressure sensitivity of GaN/AlGaN/GaN double heterostructure 

devices under hydrostatic pressures up to 500MPa.  We have found rectifying behavior in 

the I-V characteristics for all samples and that increasing the thickness or AlN content of 

the AlGaN barrier layer lowers the current at a particular applied bias.  The reasons for 

this decrease are different for AlGaN thickness and composition.  In order to increase the 

tunneling current mechanism, thicker AlGaN layers are required that may be attained by 

application of a larger forward bias.  For AlGaN layers with larger AlN content, an 

increase in the lattice mismatch increases the strain and the piezoelectric charge at both 

AlGaN/GaN interfaces.  This leads to an increase in both the effective barrier height and 

effective barrier width.  Similarly, application of hydrostatic pressure to these devices 

also increases the magnitudes of the piezoelectric polarization charge densities at the 

interfaces, causing the current to decrease as the pressure is increased.  We have 

calculated strain gauge factors in order to characterize the performance of these samples. 

The strain gauge factors obtained range from ~200-800 and compared favorably with the 

samples tested by Liu, et. al. and with other published results for III-nitride strain sensors. 
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Appendix B: Performance of AlGaN/GaN Heterojunction Field Effect 

Transistors on SiC under Hydrostatic Pressure 
 

B.1. Introduction 

     In this appendix, we investigate the stress sensing performance under hydrostatic 

pressure of an AlGaN/GaN heterostructure field effect transistor (HFET) grown on SiC.  

After analyzing the output and transfer characteristics under pressure, we found a 

pressure dependent mobility and threshold voltage.  We once again quantify the 

performance of these devices with a gauge factor metric, which we find to be dependent 

on both the drain bias, VDS, and gate bias, VGS. 

     The work presented in this appendix was done with in collaboration with K.-A. Son 

and B. H. Yang at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory and Q. S. Fareed, T. M. Katona, and M. 

A. Khan at the University of South Carolina. 

 

B.2. Experimental Results 

     The GaN HFETs were fabricated from Al0.28Ga0.72N/GaN heterostructures grown on 

semi-insulating 4H-SiC substrates.  Epitaxial structures were grown by a combination of 

pulsed atomic layer epitaxy (PALE) and conventional metalorganic chemical vapor 

deposition (MOCVD).  The AlGaN layer was ~20 nm thick and had a thin AlN spacer 

layer above the 2DEG channel.  The AlGaN layer was delta-doped using SiH4, while the 

GaN layer was ~1300 nm thick and undoped.  The typical sheet electron density for these 

structures was ~110
13

 cm
-2

 with electron mobilites around ~1500 cm
2
V

-1
s

-1
. 
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     Mesa isolation of devices was carried out with chlorine-based reactive ion etching 

(RIE).  Ohmic contacts for the source and drain electrodes were made with Ti/Al/Ni/Au 

layers by rapid thermal annealing at 800°C, yielding a specific contact resistance of ~0.05 

-cm.  The excellent ohmic contact resistance results in a low knee voltage, allowing 

sensor operation at a source-drain potential difference of less than 3 V.  For the 

AlGaN/GaN HFETs investigated here, Pt-based Schottky contacts were employed as gate 

electrodes.  Devices tested in this work were patterned with 1 m gate lengths and 100 

m gate widths.  The source to drain distance was 4 m, with the gate placed 

symmetrically between the source and drain contacts. 

     The devices were tested under hydrostatic pressure after wire bonding and mounting 

into the Unipress LC10 liquid cell manufactured by the Polish Academy of Sciences.  

The pressure transmitting medium in the cell was Stoddard solvent (white spirit).  

Hydrostatic pressure was applied to the devices with the aid of the LCP20 hydraulic press 

at regular time intervals and in multiple pressure cycles, attaining a maximum pressure of 

516 MPa during one of the pressure cycles.  After each step in pressure, the dc output and 

transfer characteristics were obtained using a Keithley 2612 current and voltage source 

measurement unit. 

     The output and transfer characteristics at zero applied pressure are shown in Figure 

B.1a and Figure B.1b, respectively.  We observe a maximum drain current, ID, of 107 

mA/mm under the biasing conditions used during our experiments.  However, the devices 

exhibited a maximum drain current in excess of 700 mA/mm under zero gate bias before 

loading into the pressure cell.  When taking the output and transfer characteristics during  
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Figure B.1.  (a) ID-VDS dc output characteristics and (b) ID-VGS transfer characteristics in 

the saturation (VDS = 3 V) and low voltage (VDS = 0.1 V) regimes at zero pressure. 
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Figure B.2.  (a) Channel conductance, gd versus VDS and (b) transconductance, gm versus 

VGS at zero pressure. 
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Figure B.3.  Drain current versus applied hydrostatic pressure for VDS = 0.1 V and VDS = 

3 V with VGS = -3.25 V.  Open circles indicate data taken after an increase in pressure 

while crosses indicate data taken after a decrease in pressure. 

 

the pressure run, we chose to limit the maximum drain current to ~100 mA/mm to 

minimize the effects of self-heating and strain on the samples.  Figure B.2a and Figure 

B.2b show the calculated channel conductance, gd, and transconductance, gm, 

respectively, for the devices at zero applied pressure.  We observe a maximum 

transconductance of 184 mS/mm for the biasing conditions employed in this work. 

     We illustrate the pressure dependence of drain current by taking data from one of the 

ID-VGS sweeps at a fixed gate voltage, VGS = -3.25 V, and two different fixed drain 

voltages.  The resulting plot is shown in Figure B.3, for drain voltages of 0.1 V and 3 V.  

In Figure B.3, we distinguish between the data taken after an increase in pressure (open 

circles) and after a decrease in pressure (crosses).  The pressure data in Figure B.3 clearly 
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show an increase in the magnitude of the drain current with increasing hydrostatic 

pressure.  The pressure response of the device is 2.9810
-4

 mA/MPa for VDS = 0.1 V and 

1.9310
-3

 mA/MPa for VDS = 3 V.  The pressure data also show good retraceability, 

indicating good elastic response as needed for a reliable stress sensor.  Only at low 

pressures does the measured current show deviation between the pressure increase and 

pressure decrease part of the cycle.  We attribute the discrepancy at low pressure shown 

in Figure B.3 to drift in the experimental setup overnight. 

     We follow the method set forth by Liu, et. al.
18

 in order to extract the threshold 

voltage, VT, and mobility, , as a function of pressure.  This will also facilitate direct 

comparison of the devices tested in that earlier work with the results presented here.  The 

particular method for extracting the threshold voltage and mobility is adopted to 

minimize the effects of series resistance, as the series resistance is coupled with the 

mobility and threshold voltage.  Following Liu, 

 
  DSTGS

r
d VVV

ddL

W
g 




 0 ,                                    (B.1) 

where W is the gate width, L is the gate length, r is the relative dielectric constant of the 

AlGaN layer, d is the AlGaN layer thickness, d is the effective thickness of the 2DEG at 

the AlGaN/GaN interface, and VT is the threshold voltage.  We take r = 9.7 – 1.2x for the 

AlxGa1-xN layer and d = 45 nm, as used by Liu in footnote 18.  A straight line fit of the 

data based on equation B.1 yields the threshold voltage and mobility from the y-intercept 

                                                 
18

 Y. Liu, P. P. Ruden, J. Xie, H. Morkoç, and K.-A. Son, Appl. Phys. Lett. 88, 013505 (2006); doi: 

10.1063/1.2161812. 
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and slope of the line, respectively.  In order to minimize the effects that series resistances 

might have, we fit the gd – VDS data for gate biases at low drain current magnitudes. 

     Figure B.4a and Figure B.4b present the threshold voltage and mobility extracted from 

the pressure data.  Data plotted was taken from the channel conductance curve shown in 

Figure B.2a for VGS = -3.25 V.  In Figure B.4a, the threshold voltage shows a clear linear 

decrease of -0.122 mV/MPa with increasing hydrostatic pressure with a threshold voltage 

of -3.82 V at zero applied pressure.  In Figure B.4b, the mobility appears to be essentially 

independent of pressure, remaining at its initial value of 785 cm
2
V

-1
s

-1
 within the 

uncertainty of the experiment.  (A linear regression of the data in Figure B.4b does 

indicate a slight increase of 7.9610
-3

 cm
2
V

-1
s

-1
MPa

-1
 in the mobility, a factor of 3-4 less 

than that reported by Liu, et. al. in footnote 18). 

     In order to compare the performance of these devices as stress sensors with other 

stress sensors, we calculated the gauge factor (GF): 



 1

0


I

I
GF ,                                                     (B.2) 

where I is the change in current with pressure, I0 is the current at zero pressure, and  is 

the biaxial in-plane strain induced in the device over the range of pressure.  We compute 

GF for both the ID-VDS and ID-VGS curves above the threshold voltage and present the 

results in Figure B.5a and Figure B.5b, respectively.  We find, in general, that we achieve 

larger values of GF at lower drain current magnitudes, i.e. near the threshold voltage.  

From Figure B.5b, we see that we attain a maximum value of GF of about 2700 for the 

devices tested here.  From Figure B.5a, we find that the GF is relatively constant once the 

device has reached saturation, and tends to peak just before saturation in the ID-VDS  
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Figure B.4.  (a) Threshold voltage and (b) mobility, , extracted from the channel 

conductance data as a function of pressure for VGS = -3.25 V. 
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Figure B.5.  Gauge factor, GF, dependence on (a) drain bias, VDS and (b) gate bias, VGS.  

The GF appears to be maximum at low gate biases near threshold and just before the 

onset of saturation in the ID-VDS characteristics. 
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characteristics.  The small inconsistencies between Figure B.5a and Figure B.5b are due 

to heating effects during the acquisition of ID-VDS and ID-VGS characteristics. 

 

B.3. Discussion 

     From our results in Figure B.3, we found that the drain current increases with 

increasing hydrostatic pressure.  We attribute this increase in drain current to the increase 

in polarization charge density at the interface.  Following the method outlined by 

Ambacher, et. al.
19

, we calculate the pressure-induced change in polarization charge at 

the AlGaN/GaN interface.  We assume that the AlGaN layers are pseudomorphic with the 

thicker GaN layer, which is fully relaxed to the SiC substrate.  Additionally, we assume 

that the relatively thick substrate determines the in-plane strain in the film under 

hydrostatic pressure.  The out-of-plane strain is then calculated using the elastic constants 

for GaN and Al0.28Ga0.72N.  For an applied hydrostatic pressure of 500 MPa, we calculate 

an increase in the polarization charge density,  = 1.410
-8

 C/cm
2
.  The change in 

threshold voltage, VT with pressure is (see footnote 18): 

dV
r

BT

0





 ,                                              (B.3) 

where B is the change in Schottky barrier height.  For a change in polarization charge 

density of 1.410
-8

 C/cm
2
, we calculate a change in the threshold voltage of 33 mV, i.e. 

VT/P = -0.066 mV/MPa.  The change in Schottky barrier height with pressure was 

                                                 
19

 O. Ambacher, M. Eickhoff, A. Link, M. Hermann, M. Stutzmann, F. Bernardini, V. Fiorentini, Y. 

Smorchkova, J. Speck, U. Mishra, W. Schaff, V. Tilak, and L. F. Eastman, Phys. Stat. Sol. C 0, 1878 

(2003); doi: 10.1002/pssc.200303138. 
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reported to be ~0.04 mV/MPa for GaN
20

.  Therefore, we require a change in polarization 

charge density that is about three times larger than the calculated value above to agree 

with the experimental data.  Our calculation of the polarization charge density does not 

include the effect of electromechanical coupling, which has been shown to be significant 

for AlGaN/GaN devices with high Al fractions
21

 or particular device structures
22

.  

However, following Anwar, et. al.
23

, we find that including the effect of 

electromechanical coupling under the relevant pressure conditions would not change the 

polarization charge density enough to account for the discrepancy in calculated and 

measured VT/P.  We tentatively attribute the discrepancy to the use of piezoelectric 

constants that are not known to great accuracy.  Uncertainties in these coefficients are 

compounded when subtracting the polarizations of the AlGaN and GaN layers, as is 

necessary when calculating . 

     We next discuss the performance of the device tested in this work to a similar device 

grown on sapphire (referenced in footnote 18).  We expect to find relatively better 

performance for the device on a SiC substrate, primarily due to the reduction in defects 

expected from growth on SiC.  As reported by Liu, it was found that the mobility was 

647.6 cm
2
V

-1
s

-1
 at zero pressure along with a shift in the threshold voltage with pressure 

of -0.08 mV/MPa.  In this work, we report a larger mobility of 785 cm
2
V

-1
s

-1
 along with a 

greater threshold voltage shift -0.122 mV/MPa. 

                                                 
20

 Y. Liu, M. Z. Kauser, M. I. Nathan, P. P. Ruden, S. Dogan, H. Morkoç, S. S. Park, and K. Y. Lee, Appl. 

Phys. Lett. 84, 2112 (2004); doi: 10.1063/1.1689392. 
21

 B. Jogai, J. D. Albrecht, and E. Pan, J. Appl. Phys. 94, 6566 (2003); doi: 10.1063/1.1620378. 
22

 S. P. Łepkowski and J. A. Majewski, Phys. Rev. B 74, 035336 (2006); doi: 

10.1103/PhysRevB.74.035336. 
23

 A. F. M. Anwar, R. T. Webster, and K. V. Smith, Appl. Phys. Lett. 88, 203510 (2006); doi: 

10.1063/1.2203739. 
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     Assuming the changes in Schottky barrier height with pressure are approximately the 

same for the two devices, the larger change in threshold voltage reported for the device 

grown on SiC will imply a greater change in the polarization charge density with 

pressure.  This should, in turn, allow for a stronger pressure response.  Hence, we would 

expect a greater change in current with pressure, and thus a larger value for the GF.  A 

value for the GF for the devices tested in footnote 18 has been reported
24

 to be 216, 

roughly an order of magnitude smaller than reported for the devices tested here. 

 

B.4. Conclusion 

     We have tested the performance of Al0.28Ga0.72N/GaN HFETs grown on SiC under 

hydrostatic pressure.  We find that the magnitude of the drain current at fixed gate and 

drain biases increases with increasing hydrostatic pressure.  This change in drain current 

is associated with a shift in the threshold voltage towards a larger negative value.  Both of 

these changes are consistent with the change in polarization at the AlGaN/GaN interface.  

By using a gauge factor to compare performance between devices, we find an 

improvement in the performance of these devices over those grown on sapphire.  In 

addition, the devices grown on SiC exhibit a larger mobility as well as a greater threshold 

voltage shift with pressure than devices grown on sapphire. 

  

                                                 
24

 Y. Liu, Ph.D. Thesis, University of Minnesota (2006). 
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